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ABSTRACT 

A new sub-bottom profiling system, the Hl-DAPT II, was designed, assembled and field 

tested. The system is adaptable to a variety of marine acoustic sources thus suited to any 

aqueous environment. The system uses a digital signal processing (DSP) board with 2 

channels of 16 bit analog-to-digital conversion, embedded in a PC chassis, to acquire and 

process sub-bottom data. Conventional post-stack processing algorithms such as frequency 

filtering, automatic gain control, swell filter, predictive deconvolution and spiking 

deconvolution have been coded to run on the DSP to enable processing of the data between 

successive shots. A two-channel hydrophone streamer consisting of a single hydrophone and 

a line array is used to collect sub-bottom data. Raw data are stored together with a time 

stamp and processing parameters on an magneto-optical disk. Processed data are displayed 

on a CRT and output to a thermal plotter. The HI-D APT II system was field tested over a 

portion of the West Aorida Sand Sheet, 37 km south of Panama City Florida, as part of the 

Coastal Benthic Boundary Layer Special Research Project. The objective of the HI-D APT-II 

survey was to delineate the vertical extent of the sand sheet in the area. Three, 5 Ian-long, 

seismic lines were acquired over the long axis of a grid as well as two tie lines. A series of 

tests ~as performed to determine the optimum processing parameters. Processed data, 

displayed in wiggle trace/variable area format, revealed two main reflecting horizons. The 

shallowest reflector is interpreted to represent an erosional cycle during the deposition of the 

sand sheet which occurred lO,Q00-7 ,500 ybp. The deepest, high-amplitude reflector exhibits 
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erosional features. This reflector is interpreted to be the top of the Mio-Pliocene Intracoastal 

Formation. Field tests have demonstrated how this system has overcome some of the 

limitations of conventional sub-bottom profiling systems. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

High resolution geophysical methods are employed in the offshore environment to 

obtain a comprehensive picture of the sea-floor morphology, and underlying shallow 

stratigraphy (Trabant, 1984). Traditionally, sub-bottom profiling systems have existed 

exclusively in an analog domain. Whereas the advantages of digital data acquisition and 

processing techniques are well known in exploration seismology, these same techniques have 

only begun to appear in the high resolution seismic industry. Rapid advances in digital 

technology have allowed these techniques to be applied to lrigh resolution sub-bottom 

profilers. This thesis describes the development and field test of a new sub-bottom profiling 

system which incorporates digital data acquisition and real time processing. 

1.1 Review of Sub-bottom Profiling Technology 

High resolution geophysical surveys have been performed in the offshore since the 

early 1960s. High resolution seismic reflection systems operating at acoustic frequencies 

between 1 and 14 kHz are grouped within the general category of sub-bottom profilers 

(Trabant, 1984). Within this category, systems can be subdivided into broadband and band 

limited systems based upon the spectral characteristics of the pressure signature generated by 

the source (Simpkin and Davis, 1994). Band limited sub-bottom profiling systems were first 
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developed in the early 1960s at Magnolia Petroleum Company's research laboratory and were 

based upon a magneto-strictive transducer operating at a frequency of 3.8 kHz. Since that 

time, a host of band limited _systems has appeared. Typically, these systems use broadly 

resonant piezo-electric or magneto-strictive transducers in a sonar configuration (Simpkin and 

Davis, 1994). The same transducer is usually used to transmit and receive. An amplified 

waveform is transmitted to the transducer to provide a burst of acoustic energy. The tuned 

nature of these systems provides an efficient means to generate sufficient energy for the 

penetration of soft sediments with a relatively low driving voltage. Data are usually displayed 

on an electrostatic strip chart recorder and recorded in analog format on magnetic tape. 

In most cases, broad band systems are identified primarily by the nature of the 

pressure impulse that is developed by a sudden release of stored electrical energy into a 

transducer (Simpkin and Davis, 1994). The most common sources in this category are 

boomers and sparkers. Although the mechanism by which each generates a pressure wave 

is different, both are driven from a capacitor ba~ usually housed on the ship. A boomer 

is an electro-dynamic source whereas the sparker generates a pressure wave by vaporizing 

water as electrical energy is discharged between two electrodes in water. Sub-bottom 

profilers which use these sources require a hydrophone streamer to record reflected and 

scattered acoustic signals. Traditionally, data have been displayed on an electrostatic chart 

recorder and recorded in analog format on magnetic tape. 
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Another type of broad-band system which has appeared over the last decade is the 

chirp sonar. This system is similar to the band-limited type as described above in that it uses 

a piezoelectric transducer to produce a pressure wave. The systems differs in that the chirp 

source drives the transducer with a computer generated frequency modulated(FM) pulse that 

sweeps over the frequency range of 200Hz to 30kHz (Schock and LeBlanc, 1990). The 

recorded data are passed through a matched filter to provide the output trace. 

Acoustic source technology has remained relatively constant over the last several 

decades while the handling of sub-bottom pro filer data has seen a steady progression into the 

digital domain. Digital front-end recording systems with high dynamic range analog-to

digital conversion and limited digital processing capabilities have been manufactured by 

companies such as Elics and GeoAcoustics Limited. The Sonar Enhancement System'™ by 

GeoAcoustics was one of the first digital front-ends to be commercialized. This system 

offered digital acquisition with a programmable sample rate. Data were stored in digital 

fonnat on an optical disk. Processing capabilities included bottom tracking, time variant gain 

and bandpass filtering. The DELPH II™ by Elics offered storage of raw digital data and 

limited processing such as automatic gain control, high and low pass filters and a swell filter. 

Post-processing capabilities such as deconvolution are also available. 
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1.2 Reflection Seismology 

The seismic method is by far the most important geophysical technique in terms of 

expenditures and the number of geophysicists involved(Telford et al., 1976). Much of seismic 

theory was developed before instruments with sufficient sensitivity to measure seismic events 

were available. The reflection seismic process uses an acoustic source to impart acoustic 

energy into the earth. In the case of marine operations, the source is towed in the water 

column and produces a pressure wave which travels towards the sea floor and into seabed 

sediments. Acoustic impedance is the product of a material's compressional wave velocity 

and density. As the acoustic energy encounters a boundary that exhibits an acoustic 

impedance contrast the energy is partitioned. A very small portion of the incident energy is 

reflected from the interface. It is this reflected energy that makes reflection seismology 

possible. Impedance contrasts resuh from a difference in the physical properties of a material 

and not necessarily a difference in sediment type. For example, a consolidated mud overlain 

by a similar material of less density will provide a reflection. Reflection strengths vary not 

only with the degree of acoustic impedance contrast but also with the geometry of an 

interface. In cases where a reflecting horizon is smooth the amplitude will be large in 

comparison to the reflection from an irregular interface with a similar acoustic impedance 

contrast. A solid knowledge of marine geology and the physical processes that exist in nature 

is required to interpret a reflection seismic profile. 
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1.3 Limitations of Conventional Sub-bottom Profilers 

Conventional sub-bottom profilers operate in the analog domain. Traditionally the 

only output from these systems has been a dry paper recorder. A poor choice of filter 

parameters or time variant gain Qn the recorder meant that information was permanently lost 

if analog recording was not available. A second limitation was the inability to enhance the 

data by removing unwanted artifacts such as surface ghosts, bubble pulses and multiple 

reflections. These unwanted components often masked reflectors of interest making an 

interpretation difficult or in some cases impossible. Band-limited sources produce 

monochromatic data which is not suited fur digital processing techniques designed to increase 

the temporal resolution of the data. Conversely, the broad-band systems had desirable source 

characteristics but did not have the capability to utilize this bandwidth with advanced 

processing techniques. 

While the digital front-ends described in the Section 1.1 offered a tremendous 

improvement over traditional analog systems, they still lacked the necessary processing 

capabilities required to implement the majority of signal processing requirements for high

resolution, sub-bottom data. 
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1.4 Outline of Thesis 

This study details the development of a sub-bottom profiling system, the HI-DAPT IT, 

designed to overcome the limitations of existing sub-bottom profiling systems. The design 

of the system and hardware necessary to implement such a design are described in Chapter 

2. Constraints imposed by real-time operation and physical constraints imposed by the nature 

of high-resolution sources and survey procedures are also documented in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 descnbes the signal processing development and explains the rationale behind each 

of the included processors. A description of the software development environment is also 

provided. The first major field test of the system, conducted in Panama City, Florida, is 

described in Chapter 4. This chapter also provides a brief geological description of the test 

site, an examination of the effectiveness of the processing and the seismic interpretation of 

the processed data. An attempt to interpret the geologic significance is made using survey 

data from the Northwest Gulf of Mexico and some well data from the onshore. Conclusions, 

recommendations and a direction for further research are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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2.0 SYSTEM DESIGN AND DESIGN CRITERIA 

The main objective in designing the HI-DAPT II sub-bottom profiler was to develop 

a computer based system which was capable of acquiring high-quality, sub-bottom data and 

processing these data in the time interval between successive shots. It was important that the 

system be adaptable to a large number of sources and be able to operate in various marine 

and freshwater enviromnents. The system wou1d store digital data and provide a high quality 

graphical output on both a CRT and paper record. Conventional post-stack processing 

algorithms, written to run on a digital signal processing (DSP) board, would be used to 

provide a high quality processed section during data collection. The processing parameters 

were to be menu selectable such that they could be adjusted during a survey to ensure high 

quality data. Where possible, off-the-shelf system components were used to reduce the 

development time (see Table 2.1). The followings sections describe the design criteria and 

hardware configuration used in the development. 

2.1 General System Description 

The ID-DAPf ll Sub-bottom Profiling System shown in Figure 2.1 is best described 

in terms of the following three subsystems: (I) source, (2) receiver, and (3) data processing 

and display. In brief, the source sub-system consists of a modified multi-element sparker 

source mounted in a custom built tow body, a seismic energy system and a custom built 
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Table 2.1 Commercial products used in developing HI-DAPT II Sub
bottom Profiler. 

Component Name Function 

Huntec Seismic Energy Units generate and store energy required for 
Model M3 PCU sparker to generate acoustic pressure 
Model 2000 ESU wave 

Ariel DSP 96002 digital signal processing digital signal processing board with 
board Motorola DSP96002 parallel processor 

and analog-to-digital convertors 

Frequency Devices Model 902 filter and 2 channel programmable high pass filter 
amplifier and amplifier for signal conditioning prior 

to analog-to-digital conversion 

Alphatronixs INSPIRE II optical disk 1 Gbyte erasable magneto-optical disk 
drive drive for data storage 

Oyo G S 612 thermal plotter provide high quality hard copy of 
processed data 

Sona 486 PC 486,33 MHZ PC with SVGA CRT for 
display and host to DSP board 

Telydne Geotech Research Array 2 channel hydrophone streamer for 
recording sub-bottom data 
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Figure 2.1 

•' 

The HI-DAPT II Sub-bottom Profiling System.(L-R) Rack mount digital front 
end, thermal plotter, hydrophone streamer and reel, sparker source in towfish. 
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100m power cable complete with underwater mate-able connections. The receiver sub

system includes a two-channel hydrophone streamer with a 100m lead-in cable and a two

channel programmable filtering amplifier. The data processing, display and storage sub

system includes the fOllowing rackmounted components: (1) a 486 PC which contains a two

charmel DSP processing board, (2) custom .acquisition/processing/display software, (3) a CRT 

display, ( 4) an erasable optical disk drive, (5) a thermal plotter, and (6) an uninterrupted 

power supply. 

The general operation of the system is descnbed as follows. The processing software 

initiates the generation of a trigger pulse simultaneously with the onset of analog-to-digital 

(A/D) conversion. The trigger pulse causes the seismic energy unit to discharge electrical 

energy through the sparker source generating a pressure wave in the water column. This 

pressure wave is transmitted through the water and reflected from the seabed and from other 

acoustic boundaries located below the seabed. The hydrophone array receives these pressure 

waves together with environmental noise and transmits electrical signals to the analog 

amplifier. The returns from both channels are passed through analog high pass filters to 

remove the effects of the ocean sweiVwaves and amplified (if required) to match the full scale 

sensitivity of the analog-to-digital convertors. The analog signals are digitized by the AIDs 

contained in the PC. Raw digital data are stored together with navigation information on an 

optical disk. Raw data then undergoes signal processing and is displayed on a CRT with a 

hard copy generated on the thennal plotter. The following subsections describe the hardware 
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and system configuration in greater detail. 

2.2 Acoustic Source Characteristics 

An ideal seismic source should produce an instantaneous positive shock wave, 

characterized by a very quick rise in pressure, followed by a rapid decay (Trabant, 1984). 

Table 2.2 lists a number of marine seismic sources available for use today which strive to 

attain this goal. The type of source used varies with the depth of penetration and the degree 

of temporal resolution required. As can be seen from Figure 2.2, a trade-off exists between 

a source's frequency content (which in tum governs temporal resolution) and the depth of 

penetration. This trade-off exists because of the preferential attenuation of high frequency 

seismic signals as they pass through the subsurface. 

The source used in the HI-DAPT II profiling system is an adaptation of a multi

element sparker array. This source, developed at the Centre for Cold Oceans Resources 

Engineering for use on a stationary seismic device, is described in detail by English et al. 

1991. The source shown in Figure 2.3 is constructed of a cylindrical high density polyethylene 

container [1] measuring 152 mm in height and 457 mm in diameter. Contained within this 

housing is a 13 mm polyethylene disk [2] secured by polyethylene welding. Attached to the 

underside of this disk is a 3 mm thick stainless steel plate [3] which is connected to the high 

voltage line of the seismic energy power supply. The source can be equipped with a 
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Table 2.2 

Source 

EG&G 
Boomer 

EG&G 1 Iq 
sparker 

Characteristics of common marine sources used in the acquisition of marine 
seismic data( after Trabant, 1984). 

Energy Firing Rate Pulse Penetration 

electro-dynamic 0.17 sec 400-14,000 Hz 40m 
}!late 107m barm . 

electrical 0.75 sec 200-5,000 Hz 150m 
capacitive 
discharge 

EG&G 4.6 Iq electrical 2 sec. 100-3,000 Hz 450m 
sparker capacitive 

discharge 

EG&G 8 Iq electrical 2 sec. 70-1,500 Hz 1,200 m 
sparker capacitive 

discharge 

EG&G 15.4 electrical 2 sec. 40-500 Hz 3,500m 
kj sparker capacitive 

discharge 

Flexichoc implosion of 2 sec. 30- 1,000 Hz 1,500 m 
hydraulic 3.0 barm 
separated plates 

Minisleeve explosion within 0.33 sec. 50-1,000 Hz 1,500 m 
exploder elastic sleeve sequentially or 2 5.0 barm 

sec. otherwise 

245litre implosion of 0.5 sec. 50-1,000 Hz IOOOm 
watergun water slug 3.8 bar m 

655litre implosion of air 0.25 sec. 10-150 Hz ®-20 600m 
airgun bubble dB 

1.25 barm 
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Cross-sectional view of sparker 

[ 1] outer jacket constructed from high density polyethylene cylinder 

(2] 13 mm polyethylene disk secured with polyethylene welding 

(3) 3 mm stainless steel plate connected to the high voltage positive ( +) 

[ 4) stainless steel electrodes connected to the high voltage negative (-) 

[5) electrically insulating nylon inserts 

[6] top cover 

0 0 0 0 0 
oooooooo 

0 0 ••••• 0 0 
ooeooooe>oo 

ooeoooooeoo 
ooeooooooeoo 

0 oeoooooooeo 0 
ooeooooooeoo 
ooeooooo•oo 
ooeooooeoo 

Bottom view of 
sparker source 

Figure 2.3 

0 0 ••••• 0 0 
oooooooo 

ooooo 

Cross-sectional view of C-CORE multi-tip sparker source (TOP) and plan 
view showing electrode configuration (BOTTOM) (Black electrodes 
represent those active for Panama City sea trials (see Chapter 4)). 
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maxinmm of 121 stainless steel electrodes [4], all machined to .05 mm tolerance. These tips 

are threaded into nylon inserts [5] which in turn are threaded into the polyethylene and 

stainless steel disks. The stainless steel electrodes are connected to the high voltage ground 

of the seismic power energy power supply. The nylon inserts insulate electrically all but the 

tips of the electrodes from the stainless steel plate. All electrodes are connected electrically 

within the housing and the entire housing filled with a petroleum wax to prevent corrosion 

of the electrodes and eliminate the air cavity which could cause acoustic reflections. A top 

cover [6] constructed of high density polyethylene is attached with ten screws. Figure 2.4 

shows the amplitude spectra for the 480 J, 750 J and 1080 J power settings using the 121 tip 

configuration. The figure demonstrates that as the power increases from 480 J (A) to 1080 J 

the spectrum decreases in both bandwidth and center frequency (mid-point of the amplitude 

spectrum at - 3 dB) decrease. 

The sparker was modified to provide a larger amplitude signal for use in a surface 

towed mode. Originally the electrical connections between all but twenty-five electrodes 

were disconnected such that the energy-per-tip, and hence the amplitude of the signal, would 

be increased. This configuration, tested in Conception Bay in June 1993, provided an 

adequate signal for approximately an hour of use before the amplitude of the signal began to 

decrease. A close examination of the source revealed that tips which were electrically 

disconnected from the seismic energy power source were firing. This resulted from the 

leakage of seawater into the housing reconnecting the isolated tips thereby decreasing the 
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Figure 2.4 Amplitude spectra for a 121 tip sparker at power level settings of [a] 480 J, 
[b] 750 J, [c] 1080 J. 
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energy-per-tip and the amplitude of the seismic signal. Leakage in the nylon inserts also 

provided an alternate path to ground for the electrical energy. This problem was overcome 

by removing the isolated tips and plugging the holes with 13 nnn nylon screws. The remaining 

tips were removed from their nylon inserts and re-sealed with a silicon sealant before being 

rethreaded into the sparker body. Figure 2.5 shows a record and the resulting spectral 

analysis from the modified sparker recorded in the Gulf of Mexico. A comparison of this 

figure with Figure 2.4[c] shows the effect of varying the number of Joules per tip. The 

frequency spectrum of the modified sparker signature is narrower in bandwidth and lower 

in center frequency than that displayed in Figure 2.4[ c]. Although not evident from Figures 

2.4 and 2.5, the modified sparker produces a larger amplitude signal than its 120 tip counter

part. The tradeoff for the larger amplitude signature is the magnitude of the bubble pulse 

(Figure 2.5 at 6 ms.). The bubble pulse, with a period of 4 ms, manifests itself in the frequency 

spectrum as the 250 Hz comb. The bubble effect can be reduced by digital signal processing 

and is not as serious an impediment as it would be for a conventional analog system. 

2.3 HYDROPHONE ARRAY DESIGN 

The HI-DAPT II system is equipped with a custom built streamer. The streamer 

consists of twenty individual hydrophones configured as two separate channels (Figure 2.6). 

The first channel, a point receiver, consists of the innermost hydrophone located 4293 +/- 5 

em. from the head of the streamer. The second channel contains the remaining nineteen 
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hydrophones connected electrically to form a line array and provide a single output. The 

output of each channel is passed through a voltage preamplifier located in the head of the 

streamer. The streamer has a 100m lead-in cable and a 15m rope tail. The rope tail is used 

to keep the active element under tension such that it remains straight when under tow. When 

operated in surface towed mode the lead-in cable is fined with buoyancy devices such that 

the active element remains approximately 0.25 metres below the water/air interface. When 

operating in deep-tow mode a fairing constructed of9 nun nylon rope is used to reduce the 

effect of strumming in the cable. The two-channel configuration was chosen to allow the 

streamer to be adaptable to both modes of operation and a variety of different water depths. 

2.3.1 LINE ARRAY 

The line array in the HI-DAPT II hydrophone streamer is an equally weighted line 

array. The array consists of 19 hydrophones of equal sensitivities and a uniform spacing of 

109 +/- 5 mm connected electrically to provide one output. The line array provides a better 

signal to noise ratio than does the single channel by canceling random noise as well as 

preferentially receiving signals whose wavefronts are propagating vertically. A wave 

approaching the array in the vertical direction will affect each hydrophone simultaneously and 

constructively. Waves approaching at angles other than vertical will affect each individual 

hydrophone at different times and hence cause a degree of destructive interference. The 

degree of destructive interference will depend upon the angle of incidence and the frequency 
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of the approaching wave train. 

The response of an array is shown by the means of an array response diagram. The 

response of a equally weighted linear array can be determined as follows: 

R 

Where: 

sin(Nn( !!...)) 
1 ).a 

N sin(1t(~)) 
).a 

R = nonnalized array response 
A

0 
= apparent wavelength 

N = number of array elements 
d = array element spacing 

(2.1) 

Figure 2.7(a) shows the normalized array response diagram for a 19 element equally weighted 

line array. The values of (d/A..) are given only up to a value of0.25, but values of up to .50 

are valid since the inverse, (.A/d)=2.0, is the limiting condition of two hydrophones per 

wavelength to avoid spatial aliasing. The diagram shows that the array response reverses sign 

at (d/A.,) =.05 and (d/A-,=.10). The first half cycle ofthe curve (0<(d/A.J<0.05) is considered 

the pass region of the array. The ponion of the curve beyond (d/A.,) = .05 is considered the 

reject region. Waves for which (d!A.J > 0.05 will be attenuated to at least .15 of the 

amplitude of the signal from 19 hydrophones bunched into a single location. Figure 2. 7(b) 
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shows three curves representing ranges of (d/A.) for seabed reflections from increasing 

depths, observed with a 109.2 mm hydrophone separation and three frequency components 

of the sparker source. From these three frequency components, we can construct two 

bandwidths, 300-2000Hz (25 tip, 1080 J) and 300-4000Hz (121 tip, 1080 J). From the 

diagram, it is evident that at reflector depths less than 20 m the array will cause a degradation 

in the 4000Hz component of the signal to approximately -3dB, thus behaving as a low pass 

filter. 

To further illustrate the behavior of the array Figure 2.8 shows seismic records of both 

channels acquired with the towbody approximately 13 m below the surface and 150 m above 

the seabed. Figure 2.8 illustrates the benefits associated with the multi-element line array over 

a single hydrophone when receiver/reflector separation is large. Figure 2.8(b ), data from the 

line array, shows much stronger images of reflectors between 200 ms and 210 ms than the 

equivalent data from the single hydrophone (Figure 2.8(a)). Figure 2.9 shows seismic records 

collected at Port de Grave, Conception Bay, Newfoundland with the towbody located at a 

maximum of3.6 m above the seabed. 

Examination of the records show the loss of the high frequencies in the data acquired 

with the line array in comparison to the data from the single hydrophone. A small in-filled 

channel evident on the single channel section can not be distinguished on the line array 

section. 
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2.4 Digital Data Acquisition 

Analog signals returning from the hydrophone streamer are passed through an analog 

high-pass fiher, amplified ifnecessaryto match the full scale sensitivity of the AID convertors 

and digitized with 16 bit ND convertors. The AID convertors are located on the DSP board. 

The following sections describe the analog signal conditioning and the AID conversion. 

2.4.1 Analog Signal Conditioning 

Initially the analog input stage consisted only of an analog amplifier together with 

adjustable blanking and clipping circuitry. The clipping circuit was set at 5 V H' the 

equivalent of the full scale sensitivity of the AID convertors. The clipping circuit was 

equipped with two LED's to indicate when the signal was amplified to 5 V ~p· This 

arrangement would allow the direct arrival to be blanked and the seabed reflection to be 

amplified to a 5 V ~P in order to retain the complete 16 bits of resolution at the seabed. The 

first field trials proved that signal levels in the streamer due to the ocean swell and wave 

induced noise were orders of magnitude larger than our seismic signals and acted as a low 

frequency carrier wave. When the amplitude of the carrier wave exceeded 5 V ~P it would 

be clipped by the signal protection circuit and the data was lost. The analog front-end was 

replaced by an off-the-shelf dual-channel programmable filter instrument. This unit is a two-
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channel amplifier equipped with two eight pole Butterworth high pass filters. The amplifier 

is capable of providing signal gain ranging from 1.0 to 13.75 in 0.05 gain increments both 

prior to and after filtering. 

2.4.2 Analog-to-digital conversion 

The HI-DAPT IT processing ·system is equipped with two-channels of high 

performance, 16 bit, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion on a daughter card 

mounted on the DSP board (Specifications for the DSP 96002 board are provided in 

Appendix A). Each channel provides phase-coherent, synchronous (within 10 ns) sampling 

of the two-channels. The convertors themselves are connected to the DSP board by means 

of a high-speed serial interface. The convertor's full scale sensitivity is adjustable from 500 

mvp-p tv 5.5 V p-p by means of two multi-tum trimpots located on the daughter cards. The full 

scale sensitivity was adjusted to 5 V ~>P using a function generator in parallel with an 

oscilloscope. Table 2.3 shows the AID convenor's sampling frequencies. These values are 

software programmable and range from 6 kHz to 96 kHz with 16 bit resolution or from 32 

kHz to 384kHz with 12 bit resolution. The sampling frequencies available on the HI-DAPT 

II are listed in Table 2.3. The length of the record collected is limited only by the RAM 

available on the DSP board and PC. Currently record lengths of 2048 and 4096 samples are 

implemented. 
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Table 2.3 Programmable DSP 96002 Sample Rates. 

Sample Rate Index 16 bit mo9e* 12 bit mode 

Sample Rates Sample Rates 
(Kilo-samples/sec) (Kilo-samples/sec) 

0 6.000 24.000 

1 8.000 32.000 

2 11.025 44.100 

3 12.000 48.000 

4 16.000 64.000 

5 22.050 88.200 

6 24.000 96.000 

7 32.000 128.000 

8 44.100 176.400 

9 48.000 192.000 

10 64.000 256.000 

11 96.000 384.00 

* only 16 bit mode currently implemented in HI-DAPT II software. 
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The AID convertors are sigma-delta oversampling devices. Prior to the advent of 

sigma-deha oversampling, convertors relied on either successive approximation or dual slope 

integration methods of pulse code modulation to encode the analog signal. Sigma-delta 

oversampling devices move most of the elements of the conversion process from the analog 

to the digital domain. 'The greatest benefit of the sigma-delta oversampling is the near perfect 

nature of the AID's anti-aliasing fihers. The anti-aliasing filter has a flat pass-band(+/- .0003 

dB), excellent stop band (96 dB) and linear phase. The trade-off for the ideal filter 

characteristics is the group delay. This delay, inversely proportional to the sample rate, is 

particularly troublesome for real-time applications. In this case, the delay prevented the D/ A 

convertor from being used to produce an external trigger for the seismic energy unit 

simultaneous with the onset of sampling. A software generated trigger pulse is delayed by 

35 samples at the analog output of the D/A convertor. To provide a real time trigger a BNC 

connector was wired to a header pin for Interrupt II on the DSP board. This pin provides 

a TTL level signal which can be at either of two states, 0 V or 5 V. No interrupt handler was 

installed on the PC's motherboard such that the generation of an interrupt would affect the 

regular operation of the PC. An assembler routine was written to toggle the interrupt II bit 

high and low. This routine was used to generate the square wave pulse required to trigger 

the seismic energy unit. The call to the trigger routine was placed directly in front of start-up 

of the AID convertors in the software to minimize the delay between source ignition and the 

first sample in the record. 
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2.5 Data Processing, Display and Storage 

The HI-DAPT n system is configured to acquire two 2048 or 4096 point records per 

shot. The raw 16 bit data is converted to 4 byte floating point and stored in. binary format on 

a 1 gigabyte optical cartridge in an erasable optical disk drive to allow post-processing if 

required. Data processors, described in detail in the next section, are selectable from a pop

up menu displayed with the data on a CRT display. All signal processing is done on a DSP 

chip contained on a board within the PC, which serves as an interface for the DSP board. 

The PC is responsible for the graphical display of the data, arranging the data in the proper 

format for hard copy output and the transfer of data to the optical disk drive unit. Signal 

processing, described in detail in the next section, includes noise spike removal, bandpass 

filtering, predictive and spiking deconvolution, swell compensation, first break picking, 

manual and automatic trace muting, horizontal stacking, automatic gain control and 

instantaneous attnbutes. Processed data can be displayed on a CRT in either wiggle trace or 

variable area fonnat. A colour coded display of the instantaneous attributes is also available 

from the user menu. A hard copy of the data is continuously generated on the thermal plotter. 

Hard C?PY and screen display parameters are kept separate to allow a user to zoom in on an 

area of interest on the CRT without affecting the hard copy. Trace ID number, processing 

parameters and a time stamp are stored in a trace header on the optical drive. 
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2.6 ID-DAPT ll Overview 

The proceeding sections detailed the physical aspects of the HI-DAPT ll sub-bottom 

profiling system. The system is designed be adaptable to a large nwnber of operating 

environments. The sparker source, in marine applications, provides the ability to vary its 

spectral characteristics depending on the desired resolution and penetration depth. The 

flexibility in sample rates allows the use of acoustic sources of different spectral 

characteristics. The two-channel configuration provides two different views of the data and 

allows operation in shallow as well as deep water. The ability to deep-tow the system allows 

a reduction in the portion of the seabed insonified by the acoustic source thus increasing the 

spatial resolution. Processing and display of data during data acquisition yields a higher 

quality output than that available with conventional analog systems. The storage of raw data 

in digital format allows post processing to be performed. 
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3.0 Data Processing Software Development 

Post processing of exploration seismic data revolutionized the exploration seismic 

industry in the 1960's. Rapid advances in digital computer technology made it economically 

feasible to apply processes adapted from information theory to seismic data (Telford et al., 

1976). Application of these techniques allowed geophysicists to increase both the coherency 

and the temporal resolution of the data. 

In contrast to conventional exploration seismology, sub-bottom profiling still exists 

primarily in an analog domain. This is due mainly to the inability of the user sector to justify 

the additional costs associated with digital systems and the post processing of the data. The 

ability to process sub-bottom data during data acquisition would overcome most of the 

problems associated with the cost of post processing. This ability would also allow the user 

to select better data acquisition parameters (ie. source power level and frequency content, 

towing speed) based on a higher quality record than is available with an analog system. Until 

the recent development oflow cost digital signal processing (DSP) technology it has not been 

economically justifiable to process single channel seismic data in real time. 

The following sections describe the implementation of conventional seismic data 

processing techniques on a DSP embedded in a PC chassis to enable the processing of single 

channel sub-bottom data in real time. The first section describes the software development 
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environment. The second section describes each processor together with a list of its user 

selectable parameters. In some cases, the benefits of the processing are illustrated by means 

of example. The last section briefly describes the CRT and hardcopy display utilities. 

3.1 Software Development Environment 

To understand the software development environment a brief description of the 

general operation of the DSP within the PC is required. The DSP is an 110 mapped peripheral 

that uses eight consecutive I/0 addresses. All data transferred to and from the DSP use these 

1/0 ports. Once running, the DSP drives the HI DAPT II system with the PC providing the 

link between the DSP and user. All requests for data are generated by the DSP. An 

executable routine running on the PC downloads a tile to the DSP that contains the desired 

instructions and then waits for requests from the DSP. 

There are two distinct programming environments within which the HI-DAPT II 

software was developed. The executable routine which runs on the PC services requests from 

the DSP, displays the processed data on a CRT and handles the transfer of data to the plotter 

and disk drives. This program was written in the C programming language. The processing 

software, which runs on the DSP board is also written in C and compiled with a special 

compiler/assembler which has the ability to optimize the code for the parallel nature of the 

DSP chip. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was written in assembler language to optimize 
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execution time since data must be processed between successive shots. The external trigger 

algorithm was written in assembler to enable access to the DSP's interrupt service. 

3.2 IU-DAPT ll Data Processors 

Each processor on the m-DAPT ll was designed with a specific purpose. However, 

the overall objectives are to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and to improve the temporal 

resolution in the processed data. Figure 3.1 gives a flow diagram which illustrates the order 

of the processors available on the HI-DAPT II. The majority of processors in the flow can 

be either included or excluded by switching a flag available from the user menu. The 

following sub-sections describe each of the processors together with its associated user 

selectable parameters. 

3.2.1 Convolutional Model for a Seismic Trace 

Seismic data processing techniques have evolved since the advent of digital 

computers. The basic model for a recorded seismic trace is known as the convolutional 

model. The building blocks for the convolutional model as described by Robinson and 

Treitel (1980) are given in equation 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 
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Where: 

x(t) =w(t) *e(t) +n(t) 

x(t)= recorded seismic trace 
w(t) =source wavelet 
e(t)=earth response 
n(t)=random noise 

(3.1) 

There are a number of implicit assumptions in the model. They are that the earth is composed 

of homogenous horizontal layers that acoustic energy impinges upon these layers at normal 

incidence thus not generating shear waves, and that the source wavelet is known and does not 

change with its passage through the earth. In general an acoustic source generates a pressure 

wave which passes through the earth and is reflected from boundaries with differing acoustic 

impedances. This reflected energy is recorded by receivers which also record environmental 

noise and even generate their own noise. The basic seismic wavelet is modified as it passes 

through the earth causing the reflected signal to differ from that which was input. In marine 

work the basic seismic wavelet can be measured in the water column but not at any 

intermediate point of its travel through the solid earth. Hence, the basic seismic wavelet is 

not known. Environmental noise is assumed to be random. However, in many cases noise 

is coherent and can exist in the same frequency band as that of the source signal. The success 
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of processing depends upon the degree to which the assumed system properties are valid. 

The experience is that in spite of the limitations of these assumptions, digital processing does 

enhance the data. 

3.2.2 Bandpass Filters 

A seismic signal is composed of primary reflections, mukiple reflections, random noise 

and coherent noise. In cases where the frequency content of the noise is within the bandwidth 

imposed by the sampling frequency and outside the bandwidth of the seismic source signal, 

bandpass filtering can be used to remove this noise. Caution should always be exercised when 

applying such a filter because a reduction in the bandwidth of a signal also means a reduction 

in the temporal resolution. As seen in the data processing flow diagram, bandpass filters are 

available immediately after data acquisition and again after the application of the 

deconvolution processors. These zero phase filters are designed and applied in the frequency 

domain. The user specifies four values to design the filter. These values (low cut, low pass, 

high pass and high cut) represent the pass band and reject bands for the filter. The amplitude 

spectrum of the data to be filtered is modified while the phase spectrum is retained. The 

amplitudes of frequencies between the high and low pass ponions are multiplied by a value 

of one. The amplitudes of frequencies between the pass and cut values are multiplied a linear 

ramp extending from a value of one at the pass frequency to a value of zero at the cut 

frequency. Amplitudes of all other frequency components are multiplied by zero. The 
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resuhing amplitude spectrum and the original phase spectrum are passed through an inverse 

fast Fourier transform routine to obtain the filtered data. The user is cautioned that the 

corner frequencies are defined ~t - 0 dB and not the conventional -3 dB as with Butterworth 

filters. Care must also be taken not to make the cutoff slopes to sharp and possibly introduce 

ringing known as the Gibbs effect (Yilmaz9 1987). Figure 3.2 depicts the operation of the 

bandpass filtering routine. 

3.2.3 Deconvolution 

The ultimate goal of seismic data processing is to enhance the seismic data to aid in 

the interpretation of geology of the region. Through data processing an attempt to learn 

something of the reflectivity of sub-bottom sediments is made. This in turn can be used to 

infer, based upon reflection strength and a general knowledge of sedimentary processes and 

physical properties, stratigraphic boundaries and the likely narure of sub-bottom sediments. 

To obtain the reflectivity at each sample point would require a source of infinite bandwidth. 

While such sources are not physically realizable, there is a large number of broad-band 

sources available for use in sub-bottom profiling. The usable bandwidth of these sources is 

severely modified as the seismic energy propagates throughout the Earth: higher frequencies 

experience a much higher degree of attenuation than lower ones do. This narrowing of the 

signal band-width results in an increase in the length of the seismic wavelet and hence a 

reduction in the temporal resolution of the data. Primary reflections in a data set are 
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sometimes masked by multiple reflections and interbed reverberation and source ghosts. 

Deconvolution in the form of least squares inverse filtering is implemented to help overcome 

both of these problems. Spiking deconvolution is aimed at compressing the basic seismic 

wavelet to a zero lag spike. 'This processor is used to help overcome the effects of absorption 

and increase the temporal resolution of the data. Predictive deconvolution is used predict a 

time series at a future time t +a where a is the prediction distance. The predictable 

component of a seismic trace are multiple reflections with a periodic rate of occurrence. 

Predictive deconvolution is used to remove multiple reflections. A complete theoretical 

description of least squares inverse fihering can be found in Robinson and Treitel ( 1980). The 

two basic approaches using least squares inverse filtering included in the processing flow, 

spiking and predictive deconvolution, are described in the next two sections. 

3.2.3.1 Spiking Deconvolution 

The basic goal of spiking deconvolution is to compress the seismic wavelet thus 

improving the temporal resolution of the data set. The theoretical model on which 

deconvolution theory depends makes a number of assumptions. Lindseth (1982) lists the 

following assumptions: 

Source signal is known; 

Transfer function is known; 
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Source signature is minimum phase; 

Output signal is broad band; 

Noise is random( white); 

Earth's reflectivity is a random process; 

Source signature is stationary. 

In reality, all of the above assumptions are violated at some time to a certain extent. 

In particular, the source signature is not stationary because of dispersion in subsurface 

sediments. However in most cases, the zone of interest in high resolution sub-bottom surveys 

is confined to the upper 50 m of the sedimentary column. In cases such as this, dispersion is 

not as serious a problem as that encountered in conventional exploration seismology where 

large travel times occur. The source is not truly minimum phase because physical systems 

require a finite time to be excited. However, impulsive sources, such as sparkers and 

boomers, are very much front end loaded, that is, most of the energy occurs near time zero. 

Hence these sources are a close approximation to minimum phase. In some sedimentary 

environments (e.g. deltaic settings) reflectivity is not random but sometimes periodic with 

seasonal variations in sediment loading(Lindseth, 1982). Finally some noise (e.g. cable 

strumming, source generated noise and ship generated noise) is coherent. Despite all these 

discrepancies between assumed and actual properties of the system, spiking/statistical 

deconvolution is a common practice in seismic data processing and, with the correct choice 

of the parameters, can yield satisfactory results . 
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Spiking deconvolution developed for the HI-DAPT II uses the Wiener-Levinson 

(Robinson and Treitel, 1980) algorithm. This approach, assuming a minimum phase source 

wavelet, derives the source signature from the autocorrelation function of the recorded 

seisnx:>gram. 1n· doing so, the system response does not need to be determined since it is also 

present in the recorded seismogram. When the Earth's reflectivity series is random, the 

autocorrelation of the seismogram is equivalent to that of the source signature. The general 

procedure is to choose a section of the seismogram on which to calculate the autocorrelation 

function. This design window should be chosen to include the section of the trace which 

contains reflections from sub-surface boundaries of interest. The length of the filter, n, is 

determined from an examination of the autocorrelation. Generally, the portion of the 

autocorrelation function extending from zero-lag to the second zero crossing is representative 

of the source signature. Figure 3.3(a) depicts the general procedure to perform spiking 

deconvolution in the time domain using the Weiner-Levinson technique. Figure 3.3(b) shows 

the form of the matrix equation for a filter of length n. The square matrix on the left is filled 

with the autocorrelation lags, r0 as shown in figure 3.3(b). The column matrix a0 represents 

the filter coefficients required to produce the unity matrix on the right hand side of the 

equation. The autocorrelation rna~ a special type of symmetric matrix known as a Toeplitz 

matri~, can be solved by Levinson recursion (Robinson and Treitel, 1980). To provide 

numerical stability during computation, a small amount of white noise is added to the time 

series. This prewhitening is accomplished by adding a small percentage of the energy to the 

zero lag component of the autocorrelation function. 
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3.2.3.2 Predictive Deconvolution 

The recorded seismic trace includes primary reflections which result from acoustic 

impedance contrasts in sub-surface sediments, the response of the recording equipment, 

random noise and multiple reflections. These multiple reflections have different origins as 

shown in Figure 3.4 and discussed below. The most common multiple in marine work is the 

multiple from the water/air interface. This boundary, with a reflection coefficient of 

essentially -1 causes the whole data set to be repeated with a period equal to the two-way 

travel time from the seabed to the water/air interface with a phase inversion. Primary 

reflections which exist in this zone are masked by the water/air multiple. Another source of 

multiple reflections, common when using a sparker source, is the collapse of the bubble 

generated by the sparker. This collapse causes a second pulse to occur with the same phase 

with the lag determined by the depth of the source and the size of the initial bubble. This 

collapse is essentially analogous to firing a second shot a short time after the initial shot. All 

primary events appear as occurring twice in the recorded section. The third common source 

of muhiple reflections results from energy which is reflected within a particular stratigraphic 

layer. These interbed IlUlhipJes (peglegs) manifest themselves as events occurring later in time 

than t~e primary at some factor of the two-way travel time in that particular layer. 

The aim of the predictive deconvolution processor is to remove the multiple 

reflections from the seismic record without affecting primary events. The predictive 
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deconvolution processor, also based on the Weiner-Levinson deconvolution algorithm, is 

depicted in Figure 3.5. The difference is in the design of the actual operator. Multiple 

reflections manifest themselves in the autocorrelation as isolated packets of energy at a lag 

equal to the period of the multiple. In the case of predictive deconvolution two parameters 

are chosen from the autocorrelation: operator length n and prediction lag or gap a. The gap 

time is chosen to include the entire autocorrelation up to the onset of the isolated energy 

which resuhs from the multiple. In the case of the water/air multiple the gap is equal to the 

two way travel time from the sea surface to the seabed. When the automatic bottom tracking 

(descnbed in next section) is enabled, the gap time is automatically obtained from this auto

tracking routine. The operator length is chosen to include only the isolated energy which 

results from the multiple. The filter series operator is then obtained from the equation as 

shown in Figure 3.5. This operator (with a phase reversal to account for the phase inversion 

at the water/air interface) is then delayed by the prediction lag and convolved with the 

recorded seismogram to remove the multiple reflections and leave only primary events. 

3.3 Bottom Tracking and Swell compensation • 

. The ability to map the seabed and sub-bottom reflectors depends, in part, on the 

stability of the source and streamer as it is towed through or upon the water column. In 

cases where the source and streamer are towed at the surface, a periodic static shift is often 
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Figure 3.5 
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(a) General procedure for implementing predictive deconvolution in the time 
domain. (b) Matrix equation to solve using Levinson's recursion to provide 
prediction error series (after Yilmaz, 1987). 
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imposed on the seabed as a result of surface waves upon the water body. This effect must 

be removed to correctly map the surfical sediments and subsurface reflectors. This can be 

accomplished when the time of the bottom return is known. The ability to measure this time 

is also essential for real-time water/air multiple suppression. 

The three algorithms implemented to accomplish the foregoing are a first break time 

picking routine, an automatic bottom tracking algorithm and a swell compensation filter. The 

first routine is used to pick the first break time in a user specified window. When auto 

tracking is enabled, the second routine controls the length and position of the portion of the 

record in which the first break picking utility operates. The swell filter is used to correct the 

seabed position based, statistically, upon a user defined number of previous traces. The 

operation of each of these routines is described in the following three sections. 

3.3.1 First Break Picking 

The first break picking algoritlun consists of two adjacent sliding windows of user 

defined lengths. The windows move sample by sample down the trace over a user specified 

search window. At each location, the ~ power of the forward and rear looking windows 

is calculated and the ratio of the two determined and stored in a temporary array. Upon 

completing the slide the maxinmm ratio and its position in the array is calculated. The routine 

works best when a rear-to-forward window length is on the order of the source pulse length 
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and the rear looking window is approximately a factor of three larger. In most cases the 

timing of the first break of energy on the seismic trace (excluding the direct arrival), the 

seabed return, is calculated with an accuracy of+/- 2 samples. These first break times are 

corrected to account for post shot recording delay and stored in the trace header. 

3.3.2 Automatic Bottom Tracking 

An automatic bottom tracking routine is included to relieve an operator of the task 

of continuously adjusting the first break picker search window. The routine defines the first 

break search window based on the median bottom time of the previous five returns. The 

median of the five previous terms was chosen to reduce the chances of the search window 

being displaced by outliers in the first break picks. The search window is confined to 1.5 ms 

before and after this time. When the automatic bottom tracking is enabled, the prediction gap 

time and automatic trace mute time can be obtained from the first break picking algorithm. 

3.3.3 Swell Compensation 

The swell compensation filter predicts the current position of the seabed reflection 

based upon a least squares fit of a user-defined number of previous returns. The time 

difference between the actual seabed pick and the predicted seabed location is used to apply 
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a static shift in the required direction. When seabed topography shows little relief a large 

number of traces can be used in the prediction. However in places where irregular 

topography exists (in Newfoundland, for example) smoothing of the seabed reflections will 

result from the use of a long prediction window. Despite the chances of smearing real 

features the routine works well with a careful choice of parameters. Figure 3.6 shows a 

section of data collected with a 3.5 kHz hull mount system before and after the application 

of a swell filter. 

3.4 Trace Scaling 

The type of trace scaling performed on a seismic trace will depend on the objective 

of the processing. Examination of amplitude variations which result from differences in 

acoustic impedance requires that the effects of spreading losses (spherical divergence) be 

removed from the data. However when examining internal structure in sub-bottom sediments, 

it is often useful to enhance weak reflections relative to more prominent events. This can be 

accomplished by applying an automatic gain correction which equalizes the energy in a user 

defined wmdow shifted by a specified number of samples over the entire trace. The following 

two sections describe the spherical divergence and automatic gain routines of the HI

DAPTII. 
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Figure 3.6 Application of a swell compensation filter to remove static shifts due to ship 
motion. Sea swell as seen superimposed on the seabed return (left) is removed 
after the swell filter is applied (right). 
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3.4.1 Spherical Divergence Corrections 

The firing of the sparker source causes energy to flow radially outward in all 

directions funning a spherical wavefront. As the wavefront propagates, the energy is spread 

over an increasingly larger surface. Hence the energy density decreases as the wavefront 

expands. This decrease in energy as a function of distance from the source is known as 

spherical divergence. Telford et al. (1976) show that for a spherical wavefront diverging 

from a point source the energy density decreases inversely as the square of the distance from 

the source. Hence, the amplitude, which is proportional to the square root of the energy, 

decreases inversely to the distance from the source. Thus the spherical divergence correction 

results in scaling the trace by a factor proportional to the distance from the source. In the 

absence of velocity information on the subsurface and shallow reflectors, an estimate of 

1500mls, the velocity of sound in sea water, is used to correct the time series. This value is 

expected to be accurate to within 20% assuming a maximum compressional wave velocity of 

1800 ms-1 

3.4.2 Automatic Gain Control 

In contrast to spherical divergence corrections, an automatic gain correction (AGC) 

is applied to increase the relative amplitude of weak reflections to stronger events in the 

recorded trace. The degree to which these weaker events are enhanced is determined by the 
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length of the AGC window and the interval at which the window is incremented. The AGC 

processor consists of a sliding window of user-defined length which is incremented in user

defined steps over the emir~ trace. The algorithm determines the mean amplitude of the 

portion of the rectified trace within the window. This value is then used to scale the midpoint 

within the sliding window. The start position of the window is then incremented by the user

defined interval and the process repeated. UJX>n completion, the amplitude values between 

the scaled values and the start and end points are tapered linearly to the first and last scaled 

values respectively. The choice of parameters is dependent on the objective of the 

application which in tum is dependent on the sub-bottom stratigraphy. 

3.5 Trace Mixing 

Stacking of normal moveout (NMO) corrected common depth point (CDP) gathers 

to increase the signal-to-noise ratio is a well established procedure in exploration seismic data 

processing. Data are acquired with a single source (sometimes an array of sources) and a 

muhi-channel hydrophone streamer. Post processing flrst requires that these data are sorted 

in CDP g-athers. Each gather contains traces from the same reflection point in the subsurface, 

acquired at different source-receiver offsets. Each gather is corrected for NMO and stacked 

to yield a single trace. In theory, the signal-to-noise ratio is increased by the square root of 

the number of traces included in the stack. In single channel sub-bottom data, one does not 

have the benefits ofmuhi-trace CDP gathers. However, in cases where sub-bottom reflectors 
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exlubit lovt temporal shifts between adjacent records, trace mixing can be applied to increase 

the signal-to-noise ratio. This routine has the ability to stack up to a maximum of five 

weighted traces horizontally. Weights are applied to control the effect of surrounding traces 

on the mixed trace. 

3.6 Miscellaneous Utilities 

The following sections describe algorithms which were developed to alleviate 

problems sometimes encountered in data collection and processing. The first, noise spike 

removal, helps remove spurious events such as electrical spikes and random environmental 

noise of anomalously large amplitudes. The second, trace muting, is useful to remove noise 

in a processed section prior to the seabed return. The third, instantaneous amplitude, allows 

the calculation of the magnitude of the complex representation of a seismic trace. These 

processors have been useful in certain situations throughout the development but have not 

been required most of the time. 

3.6.1 Noise Spike Removal 

Noise, common in all seismic data, originates from a variety of sources. In cases 

where the frequency content of the noise is not within the bandwidth of the seismic source, 

frequency filtering can be applied to remove it. Trace mixing, as described in section 3.5, is 
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effective in enhancing coherent events and attenuating random noise. This algorithm is 

designed to attenuate noise spikes in recorded data. The algorithm operates by obtaining the 

mean amplitude in a cone-shaped window which diverges from a particular sample over the 

previous three traces. If the value of the sample at the apex of the cone exceeds the mean 

amplitudes of the values within the cone by a factor of the user-supplied threshold, it is scaled 

to the mean amplitude. This window is incremented over the entire trace. In cases where the 

sample in question is part of a coherent event the mean amplitude is large and hence no 

scaling is applied. If the value in question's amplitude is at a level equal to that of the noise 

then no scaling is applied. In cases when the amplitude of the sample in question represents 

a spurious noise spike which exceeds the mean amplitude in the window, the sample is scaled 

down to the level of the other samples in the window. The conical window was chosen so 

as not to affect dipping events. 

3.6.2 Trace Muting 

The trace muting algoritlun essentially zeros samples prior to a user-defined time in 

each record. When the automatic bottom tracking is enabled the trace mute time can be 

obtained from the first break picking algorithm. This utility is useful mainly for display 

purposes, to remove noise which appears in the water column as a result of the application 

of automatic gain recovery. 
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3.6.3 Instantaneous Amplitude 

When considered as an analytical signal (in the mathematical sense), a seismic trace 

can be expressed as a complex function (Yilmaz, 1987). The seismic trace itself makes up the 

real part of the complex function. The imaginary portion or quadrature is merely a 90° phase 

shifted version of the real part. The quadrature is obtained by taking the Hilbert Transform 

of the recorded signal. The instantaneous attributes (instantaneous phase, frequency and 

magnitude) can be readily calculated once the complex trace is fonned. Instantaneous 

amplitude provides a measure of reflection strength. However, care must be taken to 

preserve amplitude information in processing prior to calculation of the instantaneous 

amplitude in order to extract any meaningful information. Another useful application of the 

instantaneous amplitude is in the display of data from pulse-driven piezoelectric transducers. 

When displayed in the time domain the signature from such transducers is that of a ramped 

monochromatic sinusoidal. When displayed as the instantaneous amplitude only the envelope 

of the pulse is displayed. The shape of the envelope is characteristic of the rise and decay of 

the transducer when excited. Figure 3.7 shows a section of data acquired by the HI-DAPT 

II in the Pygmy Basin, Gulf of Mexico using a 3.5 KHz pulse driven transducer. 

3. 70 Video and Hardcopy Display 

The CRT and thermal plotter display software were developed at the Centre for Cold 
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Figure 3.7 
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Instantaneous amplitude of 3.5 kHz data acquired at the Pygmy Basin, Gulf 
of Mexico from the RV Gyre, May, 1994. 
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Ocean Resources Engineering. The CRT display provides a real time display of processed 

data and the user menu from which processing and display parameters can be entered. The 

following section describes each of the display parameters. 

3.7.1 CRT Display 

Processed data can be displayed on a SVGA monitor. The screen display utility 

offers a large degree of flexibility in the display of the data. The following lists the 

available options: 

- trace start/stop time 

- number of traces per inch 

- trace display overlap 

- timing line increment 

- wiggle trace/wiggle trace with variable area/variable density 

- colour coded amplitude with or without wiggle trace· overlay 

- colour level adjustment 

- 16 grey scale display 

-contrast stretch 

3. 7.2 Thermal Plotter Display 

Hardcopy of the processed data is available on a 300 dpi thermal plotter. The 
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hardcopy display parameters are separate from the CRT parameters to allow the user the 

flexibility to zoom in a section of the data without affecting the hardcopy output. The 

following lists the options ava_ilable in the plotting menu: 

- trace start/stop time 

- number of traces per inch 

-plot width 

- trace plot overlap 

- heat, a multiplier to increase amplitude 

- wiggle trace/wiggle trace with variable area/variable density 

-trace bias 

-primary and secondary timing line interval. 

The proceeding sections demonstrate the level of processing available on the HI

DAPT II system. Most of post-stack processors available in conventional processing 

packages have been written and implemented to run in real time. The front end menu and 

display package developed at C-CORE provides an excellent platform to carry out such 

processing. 
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4.0PANAMA CITY SEA TRIALS 

Sea trials of the HI-DAPT II sub-bottom profiling system were conducted over a 

small region of the Northwest Aorida Shelf west of Cape San Bias and approximately 37 kms 

south of Panama City, Florida (see Figure 4.1). The sea trials were conducted as a part of the 

Coastal Benthic Boundary Layer Special Research Program (CBBLSRP) sponsored by the 

United States Office of Naval Research. The CBBLSRP addresses the physical 

characterization and modeling of benthic boundary layer processes and the impact of these 

processes on seafloor structure, properties, and behaviour (Richardson, 1994). The HI

DAPT II was one of three systems chosen to characterize the site acoustically prior to the 

onset of in situ experiments. The objective of the HI-DAPT II survey was to delineate the 

vertical extent of a surfical sand layer over the survey area. The other sub-bottom systems, 

a Klein TM 595 combination sides can/sub-bottom pro filer and a commercial prototype of the 

EG&G™ X-STAR chirp sub-bottom profiler, were used to examine detailed shallow 

stratigraphy in the upper several metres of the sediment column, and to measure the 

reflectivity of the seabed in an attempt to distinguish different bottom types based on the 

acoustic returns. Vessel position was obtained with Loran C. Field trials were conducted 

from the RV GYRE during the period from August 9, 1993 to August 13, 1993. Data were 

collected on a time-shared basis over a 3 day period to avoid problems associated with cross 

talk between the three sub-bottom systems and differences in preferred towing speeds. 
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4.1 Geologic Setting 

The major structural element in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico is the Apalachicola 

Embayment whose axis plunges south-southwest (see Figure 4.2). The structural low of the 

Apalachicola Embayment is inberited from a deep water strait, sometimes referred to as the 

Suwannee Channel or Suwannee Straits, that existed from late Cretaceous to early Oligocene 

time across northern Florida and southern Georgia between the Gulf of Mexico and the 

Atlantic (Locker and Doyle, 1992). 

The late Tertiary and Quaternary history of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico is a 

record of repeated marine transgressions and regressions that have veneered the inner 

continental shelf with fluvial sediment (Donoghue, 1989). The major source of clastic 

sediments to the northeastern Gulf of Mexico is the Apalachicola River. This river, the fourth 

largest in the northern Gulf Basin, delivers an estimated 0.7 million tons of sediment to the 

Gulf each year (Donoghue, 1989). The Apalachicola River is the likely source of the quartz 

sand sheet that extends over the study area and dominates the inner shelf of northwest 

Florida. Present-day features of the inner shelf bottom sediments are a product of the late 

Wisconsin and early Holocene fluctuations in sea level. Sediment supply to the inner shelf in 

northeastern Florida has been absent since late Holocene time when virtually all of the 

Apalachicola river's sediment load has been deposited in the Apalachicola Delta and the river's 

estuary. 
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Figure 4.2 
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4.2 Methodology 

Data were collected from the RV GYRE with the HI-DAPT II sub-bottom profiling 

system. Given the sandy nature ofthe seabed combined with the unknown depth of the sand 

body a 25 tip sparker with a power setting of 1080 J was chosen to provide a signal of 

sufficient amplitude and frequency content to enable penetration into the hard sand bottom. 

A sampling frequency of 16 kHz was used to provide record lengths of 128 ms. Data were 

collected during three periods on August 10, August 11, and August 12, 1993. The following 

summarizes each data collection period. 

4.2.1 Trial One, August 10, 1993 

Data collection began at 2300 hrs, August 10, 1993. Because of heavy seas it was 

decided to collect data in a deep-towed manner (see Figure 4.3). The hydrophone streamer 

lead-in cable was fitted with a fairing constructed of 9 mm nylon rope to reduce the effect of 

cable strumming when towing at depth. The streamer was attached to the tow body such that 

the first active element was located 2 m from the center of the sparker source. A 34 kg lead 

coring trigger weight was attached to a 2 metre chain. This chain was attached to a shackle 

on the end of the tow line. The tow body was attached to the same shackle by means of a 20 

metre section of 12 mm nylon rope (see Figure 4.3). This method allows any vertical motion 

of the ship to be transferred directly to the clump weight, thus reducing the effect of the 
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heavy seas on the tow body. The streamer, towbody and weight were deployed and data 

collection began. An attempt was made to tow approximately 14m below (2/3 water column 

height) the sea surface to maximize the portion of the record before the sea surface ghost. 

Data collection began just prior to arriving on station for Profile 5-6 (see Figure 4.1). Strong 

winds made handling of the vessel difficult at speeds below 2 ms-1
• Variation in ship speed 

caused the tow body to rise and fall relative to the seabed. Because of the instability of the 

towfish and the low overrun rate attainable at 2 ms-1 deep towing efforts were abandoned. 

The system was retrieved and the weight and chain removed from the tow line. The system 

was re-deployed and Profile 5-6 attempted in a surface-towed mode. During the second 

attempt at Profile 5-6, a ghost reflection with a period of 10 ms was noticed throughout the 

record. The weight of the hydrophone lead in and power cables were causing the towbody 

and streamer to fly about 7 m below the surface. The complete system was retrieved. Floats 

were attached to several places on the power cable and I m length of foam pipe wrap 

insulation were secured to the hydrophone streamer lead-in cable. A third attempt was made 

on Profile 5-6. Data quality improved and the addition of the flotation devices removed the 

problem associated with the ghost reflection. At the midpoint of Profile 5-6 the trigger 

circuit, which converted the HI-DAPT II positive 4 Vp_p trigger pulse to the negative 15 VP-P 

pulse required by the Huntec Seismic Energy Unit failed. Lack of time and severe dampening 

of spirits prevented collection of any more data during this shift. The trigger from the HI

DAPT II was modified (in software) to produce a negative going square wave of 4V P-P· This 

trigger pulse, even though less than 113 the recommended voltage drop, was adequate. 
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4.2.2 Trial Two, August 11, 1993 

Data collection began at 0200 hrs, August 11, 1993. Sea conditions had improved 

since the last run. It was decided to remain in a surface towed mode since discussions with 

the ship's mate indicated that to remain on course at a constant slow speed (1 ms·1
) would be 

nearly impossible. The system was deployed and we began to collect data along Profile 18-17 

(see Figure 4.1). Approximately 5 minutes into the line the source signature changed 

drastically. The bubble pulse period had increased from 4 ms to 10 ms and the frequency 

content of the data dropped. An increase in the period of the bubble pulse could only result 

from the energy being discharged to a much lower number of tips. The system was retrieved 

and revealed that the ground cable from the Huntec power supply was sheared off near the 

sparker giving the effect of a 10801 single tip sparker. The cable was repaired and the system 

deployed again at approximately 0300 hrs. Profiles 18-17, 5-6 and 11-12 (see Figure 4.1), 

were collected during the remainder of that night. Data quality was extremely good and a 

strong continuous reflector could be followed on all three lines. A check of disk space on 

the optical drive after the shift revealed that only a small portion of Profile 18-17 had been 

recorded due to insufficient disk space. The software was modified to save the data file after 

each shot and a error check installed on the file write command to advise of insufficient disk 

space. 
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4.2.3 Trial Three August 12, 1993 

Data collection began at 1900 hrs August 12, 1993. Data were collected using the 

same surface towed configuration as described in section 4.2.1. Conditions were excellent. 

The sea was very cahn and there was no wind. During the night a total of 25 km of data was 

collected. Data were collected along Profile 13-14, Profile 3-4, Profile 16-15 and 2 cross 

lines to tie the profiles together (see Figure 4.1). Insufficient ship time prevented the 

reshooting of lines missed due to the disk write problem discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

4.3 Data Processing 

During the data collection procedure a minimum amount of processing was 

perfonned. A wide bandpass filter (100/300/550017000) and a 10 ms AGC were applied to 

provide an adequate display. These parameters were kept constant such that any changes 

in the plotted sections could be attributed to geology rather than artifacts of the processing 

itself. Reproductions of Profile 13-14, Profile 3-4, Profile 16-15 and the tie lines are shown 

in Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.7 (see Appendix B). The focus of the data processing in this 

case is to enhance the records with respect to the base of the sand layer. The following 

sections descnbe tests performed to select optimum parameters for the final processing of the 

data. 
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4.3.1 Preliminary Data Examination 

Data are plotted in the convention of south-north and west-east as left-right. The tie 

line is plotted as a continuous track to illustrate the continuity of reflectors within. 

Preliminary examination of Figures 4.4 through 4.6 revealed the following: The seabed 

reflection occurs between 30 and 40 ms two way travel-time(TWT) over the entire survey 

area. A ghost due to the collapse of the bubble pulse can be seen at a period of approximately 

4 ms. A broken reflector can be seen in places at approximately 50 ms TWT. A near 

continuous reflector is seen at approximately 70 ms TWT. These same reflectors, as seen on 

the tie lines (Figure 4.7), tend to dip to the west. The water/air multiple is evident on all 

records. The convoluted shape of the pulse, with its multiple peaks, make differentiation of 

real events and ghost reflections difficult. The hard bottom in the area also caused a large 

water/air multiple. This multiple makes it impossible to determine the presence of any 

reflectors beneath 80 ms TWT. 

4.3.2 Bandpass Filter Tests 

Bandpass filter panels as shown in Figure 4.8 (see Appendix B) were on performed 

on 50 traces from Profile 13-14 (see Figure 4.4). to detennine appropriate bandpass filter 
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parameters for the final processed section. The panels each contain consecutively higher 

passbands as indicated below each panel. An examination of Figure 4.8 shows that frequency 

components greater than 2500Hz were attenuated near the seabed. Based on the filter 

panels (Figure 4.8) a bandpass filter of 100/300/2500/5000 was selected for the final 

processing. 

4.3.3 Predictive Deconvolution Tests 

As can be seen from Figures 4.4 through 4.7, the collapse of the bubble generated 

by the sparker resulted in a ghost reflection with a period of approximately 4 ms. A closer 

examination of the seabed return reveals that there are two separate processes contributing 

to the distortion in the seabed return. It appears that there is a surface ghost caused by the 

submergence of the tow fish, as well as the collapse of the bubble. Figure 4.9 shows an 

enlarged section containing the seabed return illustrating this. As the tow fish sinks, the 

period between A and B increases because of the increase in the distance between the towfish 

and the surface. However, the period between A and Cremains constant since it is a function 

of the size of the bubble which in turn is a function of the power and number of tips. This 

signal is on all major reflectors in Figures 4.4 through 4. 7. Figure 4.10 shows a single trace 

(a) and its autocorrelation (band c). As can be seen, the autocorrelation contains a significant 

amount of energy at lags up to approximately 8 ms. The two separate events discussed 

above are difficult to distinguish as separate entities in the autocorrelation. However, from 
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the time sections (Figures 4.4 - 4.7) it is evident that the period of the bubble pulse is always 

larger than that of the surface ghost and begins at approximately 4 ms. A test panel of 100 

traces (Profile 13-14 traces 100-200) was chosen to test the predictive deconvolution. These 

trace were chosen because of the presence of the reflectors at 51 ms and 62 ms. Given the 

nature of the problem, a single attack was made at both removing the reverberation and 

shonening the temporal duration of the source wavelet. A starting point, and limits to test 

the prediction gap, were detennined from the autocorrelation in Figure 4.10. The gap time 

was chosen to begin at 0.50 ms (second zero crossing time) and increment up to 3.4 ms while 

the operator length was kept constant at 3 ms (see Figure 4.11 in pocket). An examination 

of the test panels in Figure 4.11 show that prediction gaps between 1.0 ms and 1.9 ms remove 

most of the reverberation and produce the sharpest seabed return. A second set of panels is 

shown in Figure 4.12 (see Appendix B) using a constant gap time of 1.0 ms and increasing 

operator length from 1 ms to 9ms. From the test panels (Figure 4.12) an c;.,erator length 

of 3 ms is shown to be sufficient to remove the surface ghost and bubble pulse. However, a 

reverberation at approximately 43 ms has become more prominent as a result of the scaling 

down of the collapse of the bubble pulse. At an operator length greater than 7 ms, this 

feature is attenuated at the expense of the reflector seen at 51 ms. A second application of 

predictive deconvolution with a gap of 7.5 ms and a 2 ms operator proved sufficient to 

remove this feature. 

Predictive deconvolution was also applied to attempt to remove the water /air multiple 
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which can be seen in Figures 4.4 through 4.7. The prediction gap was selected by the first 

break picking routine to be the two way travel time to the seabed, and prediction operator 

length was chosen to be 3 rns. The success of the applications of predictive deconvolution 

can be seen in Figures 4.14 through Figure 4.18. The application of a I ms prediction gap 

and a 3 ms operator has resulted in a compression of the seismic wavelet and removal of the 

bubble pulse and surface ghost. The prediction filter with a 7.5 ms gap and 2 ms operator 

successfully attenuated the ghost reflection at 43 ms leaving the underlying 50 ms reflection. 

Given the success of these filters there was no need to attempt a spiking deconvolution since 

the prediction filter essentially accomplished the same task. 

4.3.4 Automatic Gain Tests 

Figure 4.13 shows a set oftest panels to determine the optimum window length for 

the AGC processor. From the figure it can be seen how small window lengths tend to blow 

up noise and severely decrease the signal to noise ratio of the data. Conversely, large 

windows have the effect of no gain. A window length of 10 rns was chosen based on the 

panels of Figure 4.13. 

4.3.5 Processed Seismic Sections 

Figures 4.14 through 4.18 show the processed versions of Figures 4.4 through 4.7. 
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A bandpass filter, 100/300/2500/5000, was applied. The prediction deconvolution was 

applied in three steps. A prediction filter with a gap of 1.0 ms and an operator length of 3 ms 

was applied to collapse the seabed return and remove the bubble pulse. A second prediction 

filter with a gap of 7.5 ms and an operator length of 2 ms was applied to remove a ghost 

reflection that occurred after the amplitude of the bubble pulse was scaled down. A final 

prediction filter with a gap time chosen from the first break picking routine and an operator 

length of 3 ms was applied to remove the surface multiple. An AGC with a 10 ms window 

length was applied to enhance weaker events in the processed sections. A three trace mix 

with a trace weighting of 1:10:1 with and a one trace shift was also applied. Data are 

displayed in wiggle trace format with a variable area fill. The sections are plotted at 50 traces 

per inch with a trace overlap of 1.5. The start time was selected to be at 30 ms to avoid 

plotting of the water column. An automatic trace mute was applied to remove the effects of 

noise in the water column. 

4.4 Seismic/Geologic Interpretation 

Geological interpretation of seismic data is usually done with the support of sediment 

core information from the general area in which the seismic data are collected. In such cases, 

seismic events can be correlated with a change in the physical properties of the sediment core 

and the result extrapolated away from the core. It must be noted that the only ground truth 

obtained at this site was surfical grab samples. Attempts to obtain gravity cores failed 
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because to the inability to penetrate the hard sand bottom over the survey site. The lack of 

oil industry activity offshore Florida also contributes to a general lack of sub-bonom data in 

this region. The seismic data collected during these trials cover a relatively small region. 

The short length of the lines prevents interpretation of regional geological features based upon 

these data alone. Hence, the following interpretation is made on the basis of the seismic data 

itself and the work of others (Locker and Doyle, 1992, Donoghue, 1989, 1992, Schnable, 

1966) in the northeastern portion of the Gulf of Mexico. 

4.4.1 Seismic Characterization 

The processed data as shown in Figures 4.14 through 4.18 are used in the following 

interpretation. The tie line shown in Figure 4. 7 has been subdivided into Figure 4.17 ( Profile 

20-2l:Shot Points 1500-1) and Figure 4.18(profile 20-21:Shot Points 1500-2790) to allow 

the display of each leg from west to east. 

There are two main reflecting horizons evident in all of the data as shown in Figures 

4.14 through 4.16. The first event, labeled S 1( shaded in green), located between 48 ms and 

51 ms on the south-north profiles, is characterized as a discontinuous, flat-lying, low 

amplitude reflector. This event is evident on the southern portion of each of the south-north 

profiles. On each of these profiles this reflector appears to be onlapping towards the north. 

This event (Sl) is nx>re prominent in the southern tie line (Figure 4.18) where it can be seen 
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dipping towards the southwest at approximately0.1°(assuming a compressional wave velocity 

of 1800 mts for the sand). The second event, labeled S2 (shaded in red), located between 60 

ms and 70 ms on the south-~orth profiles (Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16), is characterized as 

a nearly continuous, flat lying, high amplitude reflector. This interface exhibits erosional 

characteristics visible on southern end of each profile. This same horizon seen on the tie 

lines( Figures 4.17 and 4.18) between 59 ms and 70 ms dips south-southwest at 

approximately 0.1 °. The high amplitude of this reflector indicates a strong impedance 

contrast considering the depth of burial and attenuation experienced by waves traveling 

through the overlying sand. 

4.4.2 Interpretation 

The event labeled S2 is thought to represent the base of the West Florida Sand Sheet 

and the top of weathered limestone bedrock. The event labeled S 1 is believed to represent 

an erosional cycle during the deposition of the sand sheet. Donoghue ( 1993) studied well 

logs in the Apalachicola Bay in conjunction with high resolution seismic data. His study 

indicated two seismic sequences representing two erosional cycles overlying the Mio-Pliocene 

Intracoastal Formation. The Mio-Pliocene Intracoastal Formation is described as a sandy, 

argillaceous, poorly consolidated, highly microfossiliferous calcarenite (Locker and Doyle, 

1992). Locker and Doyle (1987) report the same sequence from data acquired near Cape San 

Bias. Schnable ( 1966) reports two discrete sequences of Pleistocene fluvial-deltaic sediments 
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with a thin veneer of silt on top from a 27 m borehole on land approximately 20 km west of 

Cape San Bias. Donoghue (1993) reports the lower reflector to intersect the seafloor east 

of Apalachicola Embayment as a series of south-southwest dipping, discontinuous low 

ledges. 

The following sunnnarizes the interpretation in terms of the late Wisconian-Holocene 

history of the study area. At the time of maximum sea-level lowering associated with the late 

Wisconsinan glacial stage (approx. 17000 ybp), sea level stood approximately -90 m BSL 

(Donoghue, 1993: Frazier, 1974). The study area, then subaerially exposed, was stripped of 

its marine and deltaic deposits from previous high stands in sea level and eroded to the 

Miocene carbonate sequence. Based upon the studies near shore and the seismic character 

of S2 the author believes this surface to represent the eroded Miocene limestone. Upon the 

beginning of the retreat of the glaciers, fluvial volumes would have increased dramatically 

with fluvial sediment deposited on top of the eroded limestone bedrock. Frazier (1974) 

indicates a still-stand in sea level during the period 10,000-7500 ybp. Still-stands in sea level 

during an otherwise steady transgression would probably cause a disconfonnity in the fluvial 

deposit. This is the likely nature of the event labeled Sl. The establishment of the river

mouth estuary-Apalachicola Bay (3000-4(}(X) ybp) has meant an end to the sediment supply 

for the northeast Gulf shelf (Donoghue, 1989). This absence of an active source would mean 

that the surficial sediment of the northeast gulf is a product of constant reworking This may 

explain the reflection-free character within the upper portion of the sedimentary column. 
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Records collected by the chirp sonar during this same cruise indicated a nearly reflection-free 

sequence within its 5 metre penetration limit (Anderson, pers.com, 1994). 
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5.0 Conclusions 

A new sub-bottom profiling system, the HI-DAPT II, was designed, assembled and 

field tested. The system is adaptable to any number of acoustic sources thus well suited to 

any aqueous enviromnent. The two-channel receiver, single hydrophone and line array, offers 

a flexibility not available in many conventional sub-bottom systems. Data is recorded with 

a high dynamic range, stored on optical dis~ processed and displayed both on a CRT and in 

hard copy. Data processors perform well and are suited to meet many of the challenges 

associated with the processing of high resolution sub-bottom data. 

The sparker source used in the HI-DAPT II sub-bottom profiling system provided a 

broad band signal with sufficient amplitude for use in profiling shallow sediments with a high 

degree of temporal resolution. The ghost caused by the collapse of the bubble is an 

unattractive feature common to all sparker sources. The digital signal processing was able to 

reduce the effects of the bubble pulse. The amount of time required to service the source is 

it's main deficiency. Field tests have shown the system to perform relatively well in a surface 

towed mode. Problems associated with the deep tow are likely related to the hydrodynamics 

of the tow body itself. The surface ghost caused by the submergence of the towfish also 

indicates that an alternate towing vehicle needs to be found. Future research should be 

directed towards investigating a means of replacing the sparker tips without a complete 

dissembling of the source as well as designing a new tow body. 
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The two-channel configuration of the hydrophone streamer has been proven to be 

adaptable to both shallow and medium water depths. The streamer has not been used to 

record data from depths of 200 metres therefore it is impossible to evaluate the streamer for 

deep water operations. 

The pipeline processing and display of data limits the shot repetition rate to a 

maximum of 1 shot per 1.5 seconds. In situations with shallow water and vessels which 

cannot maneuver at low speeds data coverage will be low. This is particularly dangerous in 

areas with high dipping reflectors where the risk of spatially aliasing is greater. Two 

alternatives are available to increase the repetition rate without sacrificing processing 

capabilities. The first would involve replacing the digital signal processing board with one 

which operates at a higher speed. The second alternative would be to move the system to a 

platform where true multitasking could be performed. Because the PC platform was chosen 

to keep the costs of such a system to a minimum, the first alternative is recommended. 

The objectives of the field tests near Panama City were met. The event interpreted 

to represent the base of the West Aorida Sand Sheet can be seen throughout the survey area. 

Wher~as, lack of physical data prevents substantiation of this interpretation, the findings do 

agree with those of Donoghue (1993) and Locker and Doyle (1992). Whereas a profile from 

the survey site east towards Cape San Bias would have provided the data to validate the 

interpretation, it was beyond the scope of this program. 
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In conclusion, the HI-DAPT II sub-bottom profiling system offers many advantages 

over conventional systems which have been considered industry standards. The ability to 

acquire, store, process and display high quality digital data represents a great advance in 

comparison to analog dry paper records. The advantage of in-line processing will allow 

survey parameters to be based on a better quality output than previously available. The 

processing of high resolution seismic data in a cost effective manner will yield a better 

quality product for the marine geologist. The ability to remove water multiples, source ghosts 

and other artifacts of the data acquisition process will make interpretation of such data less 

difficult in the future. 
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Glossary 

analog-to-digital (A/D): Tl_le process of converting an analog voltage to a digital number. 

automatic gain control (AGC): A gain function applied in the time domain where the 

amplitudes of values in a user defined window are scaled to the maximum value in that 

window. The application of an AGC tends to equalize the amplitude values within a 

seismic trace. 

binary format: A format of storing digital numbers which uses the binary number system. 

cathode ray tube (CRT): The mechanism used in the video display of computer systems. 

common depth point (CDP): The situation where the same portion of the subsurface is 

involved in producing reflections from different source receiver locations. 

deconvolution: The process of undoing the effect of another filter. In the seismic case this 

filter can be earth response or an artifact of the acoustic source. 

digital signal processing (DSP): A specialized computer chip, usually a parallel 

processor, dedicated to processing digital data. 
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f"U"St break: The seabed reflection on a marine seismic record. 

front end: The interface from which a user controls a geophysical instrument and which 

analog inputs undergo signal conditioning and are digitized. 

input/output (1/0): The process which refers to how information is input and output 

from a computer. 

line array: A receiver in which a group of elements are attached in a straight line and 

whose outputs are summed to provide a single output. 

minimum phase wavelet: A wavelet that exhibits minimum phase in the frequency 

domain. In the time domain this wavelet type wavelet will have all its energy concentrated 

towards time zero. 

normal moveout (NMO): The variation in the time of a reflection due to the variation of 

source/receiver offset. 

pegleg multiple: A multiple reflection from different interfaces such that its ray path is not 

symmetrical, or a multiple reflection which is reflected more than once within a certain 

layer. 
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post stack: A time interval in a processing flow which occurs after data have been 

gathered in to CDP gathers, corrected for NMO and stacked to form a composite record. 

Similar to a normal incidence profile as collected by a single channel sub-bottom pro filer. 

overrun rate: The rate of firing of an acoustic source relative to the distance covered. It 

is desirable to fire the source at an interval whereby successive footprints on the sea floor 

provide a minimum of total coverage. 

real time: The process of processing and displaying data as it is acquired. 

seismic section: A collection of seismic records displayed adjacent to each other to 

display a 2 D time/depth section of the subsurface. 

time variant gain (TVG): A gain function applied to seismic data whereby the gain is 

applied as some function of time. 
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Appendix A 

DSP96002 Specifications 
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IDD and serial I/O 
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to 64 Mbytes DRAM 
to 512 Kbytes SHAM 
;onnect and DSPnet 
:rtaces 
anslon bus for 
tl-board systems 

11e DSP-96 brings up to 60 MFLOPS of Motorola DSP96002 floating-
oint power to a single ISA-bus board. Extensive processor expansion 

1pabilitics allow multimaster connection of up to 10 boards via DSPnet, or 
~ ared memory connection of up to four boards (MM-96 boards may be 
qually connected with DSP-96s). Up to 64 Mbytes of DRAM and '12 Mbyte 
fzero-wait-state SRAM are front-ended by CD-quality stereo analog I/0 
r a DSP Port i1igh-specd serial connection to external I/0 hardware such as 
cProPort 656 (see page 27). And DT-Connectopens the board up for 

ideo frame grabber inputs or multi-channel data acquisition. 

r.; 

' ' 

I . 

· ! 

DSP-96 Series: 50 MFLOPS, single-processor 32-bit floating-point DSP board with signa/I/O daughter 'card. Stands 
hardware includes 33 MHz processor, two 16 Kword (x32 bits) SRAM banks (32 Kwords or 128 Kbytes total), and 2 
Kwords (1 Mbyte) DRAM, plus DT-Connect and DSPnet interfaces, and an Expansion Bus. Standard DSP-96 ln(cudes 
chan(lel, 16-bit analog /10 (via RCA connectors). Alternate DSP-960 version substitutes a DSP Port interface (for use w 
f!roPort 656) in place of on-board analog 110 facilities. Bundled software includes Janus . resident monitor, Bug-9 
deb~gger, host driver, and example programs. · ... 

'f-DSP·~~ : ;; DSP96002 Development Board with 33 MHz processor and dual-chanf"!el16-blt analog l/0 ......................... : .......... $4,995. 
: DSP-~D · . DSP96002 Development Board with 33 MHz processor and DSP Port lnterface ............................... : ........................ 4,695. 

40M-D96_ . .' ·. 40 MHz (60 MFLOPS) DSP96002 processor option ror DSP-96 or DSP-96D ..................... , .......... ~.: ......... :.: ............... 500 . 
.t- 64X-D96 .. Upgrade two standard SRAM banks to 64 Kwords (256 l<bytes) per bank ........................... :., ...................................... 375. 
~ 1 M-96 Upgrade standard DRAM to 1 Mword (4 Mbytes) ................ ~ .......................................................... ; ............................... 300. 

4M-96 Upgrade standard DRAM to 4 Mwords (16 Mbytes) ................................................................. ; ...... ~ ....................... ;~ .. 1.750. 
16M-96 . : ·. , Upgrade standard DRAM to 16 Mwords (64 Mbytes) ..................................................................... ; ............. : .............. 6,600. 
LHW-D96 · Extended hardware warranty, DSP-96 series ................................................................................. : ... :; .......................... 500. 
ProPort 6?6 Pro audio-quality dual-channel oversampllng 16-blt analog 110 for DSP Port (DSP-96D o~ly) ......... :.; ........................ 1,5~5. 

A~~~·~sorles for M M-96 and DSP-96 

CBL-HYP 
· CBL-DT 
CBL-~ET 

Expansion Bus Interface cable; specify which DSPs will be connected ............... : ............. .' ......................................... $100. 
DT-Connect Interface cables (pair) ........................................................................................... : ....................................... !?<>. 
DSPnet Interface cable ................. : .... : ................................................................................................ , ............................. 40. 

Optional PC Development Tools and Application Software for DSP96002 Products : ' .. ·. :. 
DSP96KCLASA 
DSP96KCCA 
C96KX-S 

>It D96KX-S 
HSA-96 
HSM-96 
HSRT3-96 
HSRT4-32 
DSPW-96 
QED-96 
WQED-96 

.. 

Motorola DSP96002 Assembler and Slmulalor .................................................. : .................................. .': ................. :; ... $495. 
Motorola DSP96002 C Compiler and Assembler ................................................................... ;: ....................................... 709. 
lntcrmelrlcs lnterTools DSP96002 C Complier/Assembler, with 1 year lntermetrlcs service/support policy ............... 3,000. 
lntermetrlcs XDB DSP96002 C-Source Debugger; Includes one year lntermetrlcs service/support policy ................. 2.760. 
Hyperslgnai-Acoustlc softWare (DSP-96 only) ......................................................................................................... : ... ~ ,489. 
Hyperslgnai-Macro software (DSP-96 only) ..................................................................................... : ........................... 1,289. 
Hyperslgnai-Windows RT-3 software package (DSP-96 only) .............................................. : ............................. : .. ·; .... 2,995. 
Hyperslgnai-Windows RT -4 software package (DSP-96 only) ................................. , .................................................. 7,995. 
Momentum Data Systems DSPworks software .............................................................................................................. 495. 
Momentum QEDeslgn 1000 filter design sollware with 96002 code genera lor, DOS version ..................................... 1,145. 
Momentum QEDeslgn 1000 filter design sonware with 96002 code generator, Windows 3.x verslon .. : .............. ...... :.1, 145. 
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Seismic Section Legend 
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Figure 4.6 Seismic Profile 16-15 
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Figure 4.11 Prediction Gap Test 
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Figure 4.16 Processed Seismic Profile 16-15 
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